
Application of heat transfer sheets - EW HT-D (digital printing) and EW HT-S (screen printing)

HT SHEET SPECIFICATIONS
- Heat transfer sheets are a print medium designed for printing on skateboard decks. A 50 μm

sheet is printed on with a 1440x1440 DPI high resolution digital print and water-based  hot
melt adhesive. 

APPLICATION TEMPERATURE 
- The recommended application temperature is  120 - 140 °C - the hot melt adhesive degrades

at higher temperatures. 
APPLICATION SPEED 

- The recommended speed of the top roller on the heat transfer machine is 50-70 rpm. 
APPLICATION METHOD 

- The sheet is applied in the usual manner. We recommend that the edges of the boards be
ironed over one more time. We recommended waiting at least 8 hours before removing the
transfer sheet. That is the time required for the hot melt adhesive to be sufficiently cured. If
it is necessary to remove the transfer sheet earlier, we recommend trimming the sheet along
the edges of the board. The sheet can then be safely removed.  We also recommend that you
use the printed sheets within 30 days from their delivery (it is more difficult to remove the
transfer sheet later). 

PRINT BACKGROUNDS
- The following backgrounds are suitable for preparing the print: 

1. the graphics in one layer;  without added markers  - e.g. the trucks holes, the board shape,
labels … /digital printer prints “what you see”/; a resolution of at least 300 DPI; only placed in
our template, file format PDF. There are no any additional charges  from our side.
2. the graphics in layers;  without added markers  - e.g. the trucks holes, the board shape,
labels … /digital printer prints “what you see”/; a resolution of at least 300 DPI,  placed in 230
x 850 mm rectangle;  a bitmap or vector file; file format: PNG, PDF, AI, CDR, PSD or JPEG. In
case of  screen printed graphic  we need vector  files in layers  only.   There are  additional
charges from our side based on amount of work.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
        -     we can not guarantee sufficient print quality for products – skateboard decks, from other     

vendors (different type of varnishing). A test is required before use.      
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